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POST-GREECE 
 

Private Elvet Williams, Welch Regiment, 1st Battalion 
 

From “Arbeits-Kommando”: 
 
The Journey North 
 
“On Tuesday, 29th July, with hardly an hour’s warning, my stay in Salonika came to an end. To the very 
last, our hosts ran true to form. As some hundreds of us were lined up in the German enclosure to receive 
rations of biscuits and tinned paste for the journey, my end of the line were amused by the playful antics 
of a spirited young tabby cat on the branches of a tree above us. With one well-aimed shot from his Luger 
an officer put a swift and bloody end to both play and entertainment, whilst, predictably, producing instant 
mirth among his cronies. 
 
No regret at leaving the place was noticeable as we marched out through the gate. As a change from 
plane and ship transport, I left Salonika by train, by cattle-truck. Whether the wagons standing in the dusty 
siding bore the legend “Chevaux 8, Hommes 40” I don't know, but, after we had pushed and pulled each 
other aboard, the hommes in my wagon totalled sixty-nine. The truck had four grills, two either side, high 
enough up to require one to stand on tip-toe to peep through the heavy criss-cross of barbed-wire nailed 
on the outside. I was lucky enough to obtain a spot to sit, under a rear grill opposite the door.  
By the time the sliding door was clanged-to and locked, the prisoners had already divided themselves into 
first-class passengers, sitting propped up by the walls, and second-class, standing in the middle and 
wondering how they would ever be able to sort themselves into some semblance of order. If it was a 
wagon for forty hommes, it was for hommes debouts or assis, certainly not couchants. 
 
In addition to the overcrowding, discomfort was with us from the start. The sun had converted the train 
into a string of over-heated ovens. Once shut in, dependent on what little air could penetrate through the 
grills and the huddles of heads blocking each one, we began to pour sweat. It seemed as if the train, not 
sharing our eagerness to be quit of Salonika, would never pull away. Eventually it did move, bringing a 
breeze of warm air to the faces at the grills but not to those in the body of the stifling truck. As evening 
approached to make the temperature more tolerable a kind of squatting order gradually emerged, the 
majority ranged round the sides, the less fortunate making do with the limited space among the 
outstretched feet. 
 
Sooner than expected or desired a new problem arose. The neighbours to my right were a group of 
Aussies, one of whom had lingering dysentery and had to do something about it. One small hole in the 
floor would have provided an acceptable solution. There wasn't one. A mess tin was called into service, 
so producing a further problem: how to get rid of the foul mess and clean the tin. The only outlet was 
through a grill, and paper and water were at a premium. The barbed-wire above my head was prised to 
enable the tin to be held out. A couple of swills with urine and a polish with two or three pages of a Pay 
Book did the rest. The group in the corner took stock of their resources and determined which pockets, 
sleeves or other refinements of clothing were dispensable in the interests of comfort and hygiene. That is 
how I lost one breast pocket off my cellular shirt. 
 
How we slept that and subsequent nights will forever be a mystery. Everyone was over-lapped by feet and 
legs, and incessantly prodded by restless knees and elbows. But at least the nights were cooler than the 
days. By the return of daylight things were desperate. The toleration and assistance shown the dysentery 
sufferer could not be extended to all and sundry, no matter how acute the need. The uncertainty as to 
whether the train would stop, and if so for what purposes, created a terrible predicament. Those who had 
water were afraid to drink, both from fear of overloading already swollen bladders and from fear of being 
unable to replenish supplies. Some time in the morning, after hope had been abandoned, the train halted 
in the countryside, the doors were slid open, and we were ordered out on to the track. The long row of 
squatting prisoners performed their functions, so intent on making the most of the opportunity that few 
took in the full ludicrous scene, the obscene vista. Water was available. I managed to refill my bottle. 
 
After the welcome break, the wagon held fewer fears. While discomfort did not diminish with time and 
familiarity, the dread of being left to accumulate our own filth had been lifted. No one could guess when 
the next halt would be made. There was still need to conserve the water which few possessed, still doubt 
about many things, especially the duration of our journey, but the morning had lightened mental and 
physical loads. And resignation to our lot was made easier by reports that other trucks held eighty or more 
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prisoners. Outrage at our treatment was softened by the thought that greater outrage was being 
perpetrated on others. 
 
In the afternoon, as the sun played on the wagon during a protracted halt, a discordant note was struck 
when a man opposite began to beg for, then demand, water. The longer his pleadings were ignored the 
more abusive and demanding he became. I was particularly conscious of the voice, for it was Welsh, and I 
had water. Water was scarce and under the desperate conditions it could no longer be regarded as the 
private preserve of the men who owned the bottles. I couldn't drink and ignore the thirsty men around me, 
the neighbours whose cramped discomfort was personalised by my wriggling legs and by my hot, sticky, 
smelly body. My compatriot, thirsty as he no doubt was, looked in better shape than many, and in less 
need of the water which he would have to do without, at least until such time as everyone decided it was 
time to drink. 
 
Towards daylight on Thursday the temperature dropped. The train must have travelled well inland and 
also climbed. It was cool enough to make me conscious of my bare knees for the first time since capture. 
We actually looked forward to the sun making an impact. Around midday the train pulled up in a large 
siding among hundreds of similar wagons, most of which also had human occupants, not prisoners 
peeping out on the world through wired grills, but civilian families visible through open doors, together with 
the sticks of furniture they had been able to salvage. Men with briefcases and girls with shopping-bags 
kept dis-appearing along the tracks. It must have been Belgrade, which had suffered severely in the 
German advance. 
 
It was my twenty-third birthday. Incredibly, I was not denied my birthday party, the most unexpected and 
welcome, if far from the most lavish, I'd ever had. Our door slid open to reveal, in addition to the expected 
guards, the wonderful sight of Yugoslav Red Cross ladies encircling a trolley. Biscuits, more acceptable 
than the hard-tack ration, a few sweets and three or four cigarettes per man were handed up, while tins 
were passed down to be filled with a kind of fruit drink, very pleasant and refreshing to our taste. Pitifully 
little as it may now sound, it was a god-send, manna from above. The group in my corner drank my 
health, considerately refraining from wishing me many happy returns of that day. 
 
The event of the Friday morning was the presence of a German troop-train carrying armoured units drawn 
up alongside us during a long wait. Judging that the guards would not dare to intervene between the 
fighting troops and prisoners we felt free to try scrounging matches through the grills from the Jerries 
perched on the hot armour of their tanks. Our scrounging succeeded. 
 
On Saturday the doors opened once again for an unknown purpose. This time nothing was handed in. We 
were in a town. British medical orderlies with stretchers, sent to remove the sick off the train, stood along 
the track. We called out, eager to know where we were. The town was Marburg, on the Austria-Yugoslav 
border. No one was taken from our truck, but every stretcher was put to use, several of the cases passing 
beneath us looking lifeless. Perhaps there had been eighty or more in some wagons! 
 
The nightmarish journey ended, not a minute too soon, on Sunday morning, August 3rd. The train halted 
as if for the morning toilet, but this time we were not to get back on board, nor soil the countryside. 
 
Stalag XVIIIA, Wolfsberg 
 
For the dishevelled prisoners entering StammLager XVIIIA, Wolfsberg, Austria, on August Sunday, 1941, 
the immediate burning question was whether, and in what ways, their new home would be better or worse 
than preceding camps. They assumed that, for good or evil, the gates receiving them would not open to 
release them until the issue of the conflict in Europe had been settled. The weary weeks of transit from 
distant battlefields had left marks which time still to be spent behind wires would only very slowly erase. 
No appreciation of the mental approach to subsequent confinement is possible without an understanding 
of the conditioning effects of protracted degradation, deprivation and uncertainty, however philosophically 
endured, during those first formative months. The prisoners themselves would only begin to realise the 
extent to which they had been pulled down as each small token and symbol of civilised living returned. 
 
Greater in area than previous camps, Stalag's defences were also much more imposing, with layers of 
fences, watch towers and sub-divided compounds. The hope that the end of the weary trail had been 
reached was very soon blunted. After lengthy delay and repeated checking inside the narrow 
administrative area, our immediate destination proved to be a no- man's-land in the centre of the camp, 
between the French area, through which we had passed, and the British sector, which we were not yet 
deemed fit to enter. For days our accommodation was a large, white marquee on the grass, which made 
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softer bedding than any encountered so far, our water supply a low, wooden trough fed by an exposed 
pipe, and our latrine a long, heavily limed trench surmounted by a wooden bar on which we could roost 
and simultaneously survey the greater part of the new prison. We had closer contact with the French than 
with our own countrymen, for everyone had to be processed, and most of that took place in, or adjacent 
to, the French enclosure. 
 
The presence of so many Frenchmen was a matter of great surprise, and some interest. More than a year 
had elapsed since their country had capitulated, yet there they were, as securely 'in the bag' as the 
tattered rest of us. The sight both intrigued and depressed. On the brighter side - and it was already 
revealed as a soul-saving characteristic of prisoners that they usually found a brighter side - the reflection 
that the French, in spite of longer and more humiliating captivity, at least looked in better shape than most 
of us did strengthened the hope that the worst was behind us. 
 
Part of the processing resulted in the loss of the few valuables we had managed to retain. The confiscated 
articles were entered in a register against each prisoner's name and number, and a solemn, straight-faced 
assurance was given that the surrendered property would be returned to the owners after the war. I met 
no one who gave the assurance much credence. The haul obtained from me consisted of a wrist-watch 
and several pounds in Egyptian piastres and Greek drachmas, the sum total of my visible and tradable 
assets. Another part of the processing gave us new identities, new numbers and oblong metal tags, 
perforated across the middle, each half proclaiming that the wearer was No. such-and-such from Stalag 
XVIIIA. I became No. 5841, from which I concluded that 5,840 prisoners of all nationalities had previously 
been registered as domiciled in Stalag XVIIIA.  The French wore identical-looking discs, and on mine 
there was no marking to denote I was British. I added my tag to the two British fibre discs already dangling 
from my neck. Next day I had to take it off again when everyone was inoculated against something or 
other and proof of the fact was punched on the back of the metal oblong. 
 
By far the most welcome part of the processing came when we were fed into the de-lousing shed. Nobody 
grumbled as we tied our clothes by sleeves and trouser-legs into individual bundles and waited around in 
the nude for them to finish cooking. On the contrary, everyone prayed that German efficiency would live 
up to its much-vaunted reputation. No clothes have ever been so closely examined by bargain hunters as 
were those hot, steaming bundles by their scraggy, hopefully-anticipating owners. Fingers poked into 
seams trying to stir up dreaded displays of life. The vermin appeared to be well and truly deceased; it 
could only be taken on trust that the same effect had been produced on the nits. 
 
One further, important operation remained before the gates of the British compound could open to receive 
the new arrivals, an operation as welcome to some men as the universally acclaimed de-lousing. There 
had been nothing approaching equality of suffering. Except for being in tropical kit, I, like most 
infantrymen, had been far better equipped for withstanding the deprivations than had the majority. I'd had 
good boots, spare socks, razor, shaving brush, toothbrush with paste, comb, handkerchief, mess tin, 
water bottle, knife, fork and spoon, and of basic essentials had lacked only towel and soap. Support and 
supply troops, men not normally expected to carry their all on their backs, had been taken less well 
prepared and lacked most, if not all, the small but so important items I had clung to. It was long overdue 
for someone to consider their needs. Stalag made a beginning. 
 
An assortment of second-hand war-booty clothing was issued to those most in need, with many comical 
results, since the items originated from French, Belgian and Dutch depots. Men in tropical kit were also 
included in the issue, so, in preparation for the winter, I emerged most elegantly rigged out in French 
cavalry breeches reaching only to my calves, a green Belgian jacket with chrome buttons and deficient in 
length of sleeves, a long French overcoat, and a French side-cap to replace the steel topee in which I had 
met my fate. 
 
Men without boots received Dutch clogs, great barges of rigidity, with thick soles and uppers; those 
without socks were handed, to their utter astonishment, Fusslappen or foot-rags. The Fusslappen were 
simply squares of limp cloth, like large, unhemmed handkerchiefs: one placed the foot on one diagonally, 
turned the side-corners up over the instep and the front corner up over the lot, then slid the foot into the 
boot, leaving the spare material from the corners to dangle outside. Maximum discomfort and inelegance 
were achieved by combining clogs with foot-rags. It was probably at the same distribution that we each 
became the possessor of an off-white hand towel, barely larger than a foot-rag, and hardly any thicker. 
 
The British compound was surprisingly small. Three or four wooden buildings, side by side, with spaces 
between, each of which could have taken a hut of similar size, the whole wired-off sector considerably 
smaller than either previous camp, was the total extent of the accommodation reserved exclusively for the 
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British. The formidable wires at the back formed part of the perimeter fence, the less imposing ones on 
the other three sides divided the British from their neighbours, the French, and from an empty compound 
which contained an extension of the British row of huts. 
 
Our barracks, as well as the rest of the row continuing into the empty compound, differed from every other 
structure in sight. Whereas the size, shape and position of doors and windows in the others were such as 
to pass unnoticed, our centrally placed doors, one on either side of each hut, were big enough for a barn 
and, when both open, gave the impression of a squat archway, while the narrow windows snuggled, 
lengthwise, high up under the eaves. Those particular features, combined with the fact that, inside, 
shallow channels ran the length of the concrete floors, convinced us that the buildings had once been 
stables on a grand scale, a conviction soon strengthened by the discovery that the space between the first 
and second huts was partly taken up by a couple of large squares surrounded by low, concrete walls. At 
the time filled with rubbish, some of, which excited us, revealing as it did a glimpse of empty tins, from 
their labels definitely of British origin, the squares could have been previously used to hold the droppings 
swept up from the stables. 
 
The greatest, single improvement at Stalag was that each man, at long last, got a bunk, a place he could 
call his modest own. This advance meant much more than an end to sleeping on hard, dirty floors in 
crumpled, sweaty clothes. The bunks, rising in three tiers, with very little space between each group, 
offered added identity as well as a refuge formerly lacking. The initial reaction was one of pure joy at the 
sight of the bunks, each with its loosely filled palliasse and its couple of blankets. For most, at that 
moment, the bunks signalled the end of the road; they had reached their resting-place. 
I had stumbled along harbouring an assumption that all roads in captivity converged on, and ended in, 
Stalag; that, like the local agricultural show of happier days, it would be the place where new and old 
friends would meet, to patiently sit out the war. Nowhere in the crowded huts was there a sign of anyone 
I'd known, other than those already met in Greece, the one or two men of the Welch being as much 
strangers as any Aussie or Kiwi. There was substantial news that others of the battalion had passed that 
way, but nothing more. 
 
Disappointed as I was, the prospect of being a 'loner' did not unduly depress me. By nature somewhat 
independent, I had already discovered that I was, fortunately, endowed with a considerable part of the 
make-up needed to overcome what could have been a fearful handicap. Being a loner was hard, and it 
had daily become clear that some few men who had trailed through the transit camps had neither the 
physical nor mental resources to face it. For such men the possession of a bunk made life more bearable; 
for it provided them with a retreat and, more important still, it gave them regular, recognisable and 
recognising neighbours. They were much less likely to be allowed to spend their brooding hours on a 
bunk without well-meant interference than on any odd bit of unclaimed floor space. 
 
Almost from the first day life settled down into the same dull routine which had bored us stiff in Greece. 
But Stalag, although conveying a sense of anti-climax by virtue of being so poorly endowed with the 
wherewithal for lasting out a lengthy war, was a great improvement on anything which had gone before, 
not merely because we had lost our lice and gained our bunks, but even more on account of the lighter, 
more united spirit prevailing throughout the compound. 
 
The Senior British N.C.O. and others of the 'Inner Circle' carried out their not-too-pleasant duties as 
prisoners like the rest of us, inspired, or instinctively impelled, by the same common aim as ourselves: to 
put up with what couldn't be avoided, and to avoid whenever possible what didn't have to be put up with, 
either way making things satisfying for the prisoners in proportion as they were irritating for the Germans. 
 
Food routines differed little from past experience: the same non-breakfast, the same one-course midday 
meal of soup or potatoes, or of potatoes and sauerkraut, the same daily bread ration and the same weak 
mint tea, the same lack of eating irons and the same improvised bowls, with the same hope of a 'back-up', 
the coveted extra which could sometimes come one's way by rejoining the queue after everyone had 
been served. The front of the queue seemed always to be monopolised by the same people, for two quite 
different reasons; most, the 'backers-up' having taken their positions early in order to stake an equally 
good claim to any leavings; the others, so that they could finish early and hand their tins to empty-handed 
mates hopefully waiting at the back of the line. It was not always greed which prompted the rush for a 
back-up. Some tins were so pathetically inadequate that without a second fill-up the owner would have 
been existing on barely half the absurdly small rations. 
 
In Stalag, my spare half mess tin obtained me many a share in a back-up without my having to depart 
from my practice of never racing back into line. A 'swede basher' from East Anglia, one of the men who 
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had shared my water-bottle on the train, possessed only a miserable little tin. He joined me on the grass 
as I sat down to spoon my soup on my first day in the camp. I gave him my spare container. As long as I 
stayed in Stalag he used my tin and repaid me by queuing early and trying for a back-up. When his luck 
was in, he shared with me. 
 
The coarse bread was issued by the loaf, a basic fact of life which brought men nearer to blows than any 
other regular event. The loaves came in all shapes, weights and sizes, large and round, long and flat, thin 
and tapering, squat and bulbous, never small enough to be simply divided in two, never regular enough to 
be cut into evenly shaped portions. As the loaf varied, so did the number of men to share it, the Germans 
counting off sometimes more than ten men to accompany the holder. Few were prepared to tolerate a 
sliver too thin, fewer still were ready to chance their arm at slicing. Dividing a loaf, either round or tapering, 
into an uneven number of nine or eleven pieces with eight or ten hungry, critical men directing each cut 
demanded the nerves and skill of a surgeon. No cut was ever dared until each line of incision had been 
marked and approved. 
 
The sole addition to the diet at Stalag was the distribution of margarine or jam, but since that tasty extra, 
in the case of margarine, was also issued at the bread queue on the same basis of one pack among so 
many men, and the number per loaf never coincided with the number per slab of fat, it became one more 
source of anxiety and friction, half the men having to keep an eye on the division of their bread while not 
losing sight of the people walking off with their margarine. As a final refinement in complications, most 
food was issued away down past no-man's-land, so that, as often as not, one trekked back behind one's 
loaf group with half one's attention glued to a quite separate margarine group which sometimes headed 
for a different hut. 
 
Parades and queues took up only a small part of each day. Killing time, other than by talking, dozing or 
brooding proved little easier than before. Washing had been reduced to a quick, soap-less sluice, shaving 
from a daily lathering to the once-or-twice-weekly, self-inflicted torture of a damp scrape, or, as in my own 
case, when my one-and-only blade split right across the middle, abandoned altogether. There was 
nothing to read if one excepted the couple of identical, prominently-displayed posters warning all P.O.W.s 
to lay off German women on pain of the most dire consequences, notably DEATH - given a line of large, 
red print all to itself - for anyone committing the 'ultimate offence'; and there was a limit to the amount of 
time even the most imaginative prisoner could devote to the intriguing speculation as to what diabolical 
deed constituted the said 'ultimate offence'. 
 
Several huddles of men were able to entertain themselves, and their over-critical spectators, by playing 
bridge or whist with treasured, dog-eared cards which had begun active life back in the desert. At least 
one prisoner was the lucky owner of a pocket chess set, but only two could play; even counting the 
initiated, the eager to learn, and the curious, chess was hardly the greatest spectator sport. The football 
had travelled from Salonika to find no worthy pitch, but was still the main source of recreation. We made 
do with the parade area between the huts, re-Iearning the schoolyard skills of beating opponents by the 
nice rebound off walls which a far-sighted architect had kept uncluttered by windows for at least nine feet 
from the ground. 
 
The Australian 'Two-Up' addicts found no apparent difficulty in occupying their days. At a quick, first 
glance the narrow strip separating the first hut from the neighbouring empty compound could have been 
mistaken for a dirt-street set in a Wild West film. Tall, bronzed men in wide-brimmed hats jostled, shouted 
and gesticulated incessantly. After one's curiosity had driven one to elbow a way through to the centre of 
the circle one saw the handsome hero, not with guns a-smoking, but with nothing more lethal than a bit of 
stick and two pence. The pennies were laid flat on one end of the stick so that a practised flick of the wrist 
sent them twirling high in the air before landing on the ground. The noisy excitement arose from the 
complicated system of side-bets bawled across the circle. What was used as stake money remains a 
mystery to this day. The 'Two-Up' school was as mystifying as it was interesting to ignorant Pommies, and 
it remained one of the few spots in which to find men totally dedicated to oblivion of their surroundings. 
 
On a bunk opposite mine a pale Aussie spent odd moments blowing into a mouth-organ without producing 
audible sound. In other barracks could occasionally be heard the strumming of a banjo or the blare of a 
wind instrument. There must have been a wealth of talent awaiting an outlet, and part of it was revealed 
one evening at an outdoor concert (see Ken Willmott’s Story, Para 1.5). More than one singer had a 
trained voice; several more had strong, beautiful voices which had never been encouraged except amid 
the tug of a bar or barrack-room. Among them was a dark-haired Welshman of medium build. He sang 
with his thumbs stuck in the leather belt curving under his stomach. The stance of the man and his rich 
tenor voice conjured up vividly pictures of home. Had my eyes turned to alight on a group of figures 
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resting in a 'collier's crouch', backsides on heels, it would at that moment have been no matter for 
surprise. 
 
Letter cards 
 
Two much-longed-for interruptions to monotony and boredom brought everyone alive in common interest 
and activity. The first was the issue of one lettercard and one postcard per man, giving us, at long last, a 
chance to write home. (Archivist’s Note:  This is August - Fred Carne had been given his in Corinth in May 
- don’t know about my father - quite possibly the same). Until that moment it had merely been assumed 
that some hidden machinery of which we knew nothing might have been set in motion to get news of 
capture to parents, wives and sweethearts puzzled by the long silence. Many prisoners had neither 
received nor sent any letter for months, and those then received had been weeks in transit, conveying 
news of events long past, something which was the cause of great concern to men whose homes lay in 
cities known to have been heavily blitzed in the weeks prior to capture. In many cases the main anxiety 
was not whether families knew prisoners were alive, but whether mother, wife or child were themselves 
dead, injured or bombed-out. 
 
I sent the postcard to my father, the longer lettercard to my fiancee. Both were lined, limiting the amount 
which could be written, but by the time I had crammed as many close, upright words as possible into the 
restricted space, I felt I had fallen back into an old habit. At the same time the realisation struck home that 
the greatest deprivation had been the inability to scribble even a line of reassurance to the people who 
meant most to me. Once all cards had been written the general relief pervading the camp was infectious: 
a milestone had been passed, and there was another one, more significant and exciting, to look forward to 
within a roughly predictable period of time. I swear I had never heard one of my neighbours speak a word 
of his own volition until that evening, when he asked if he could borrow my pencil. Afterwards, he must 
have told me every word he had written to the wife he had married on his short embarkation leave. 
 
Red Cross Food Parcels 
 
The second morale-booster, an evening or two later, involved everyone even more effectively than the 
first. We were on the receiving end of a substantial link with home to more immediate, material advantage. 
The first batch of Red Cross food parcels was issued. Only one who has shared the experience could 
remotely gauge the impact of that first issue of one parcel for every two men. While we queued feelings of 
anticipation and curiosity predominated, with few daring to pitch their hopes too high. We were still at the 
stage when we would have willingly lined up all night, and felt well rewarded, to get our hands on nothing 
more exciting that a packet of hard-tack biscuits. The nearer one filed to the distribution point the higher 
expectations rose, as the more obvious it became, from the reactions of those already scurrying away 
with their substantial-looking boxes, that hopes had more likely been exceeded rather than merely fulfilled. 
 
Memories of that joyous evening are confused, some details standing out clearly while others of no less 
importance are irretrievably buried in the mists of time. I remember how I shared my parcel, but have no 
recollection of whom I shared it with. The large, corded box, with a slip-over lid as deep as the box itself, 
weighed about ten pounds and held an unexpected amount of varied food with a surprisingly civilian look 
about it. The tins could have been gathered from any grocer's shelves as part of the weekly shopping. 
Occasionally, a flat pack of toilet-paper, as useful and welcome as the food itself, was snuggled amongst 
the paper-straw packing. No class of Mixed Infants can ever have shown the ecstasy and unashamed 
pleasure displayed throughout the compound during the next couple of hours as treasure after treasure 
was revealed, drooled over, fondled and sampled. It made no difference whether the recipient hailed from 
the Australian outback or was a product of more sophisticated city life; the cooing noises sounded 
identical. 
 
My partner, whoever he was, and I, split the chocolate and dates; he got the corned-beef; I, the pilchards; 
I took the tea while he clung to the condensed milk. The odd bits were divided in the same way. His hoard 
was carried off in the lid of the box, mine in the inner half, but not before we had partaken of a banquet of 
bread and corned-beef, followed by dates and chocolate. The fact that we ate perched on the concrete 
rim of the unappetising-looking rubbish dump, which conveniently enabled us to jettison our litter, in no 
way detracted from our pleasure. The dinner conversation was mainly confined to arranging our eating 
programmes for the next few days, beginning with a feast of pilchards fixed for the morrow, the division of 
the food being on the principle of both of us having an equal claim on the contents of every tin, regardless 
of who was its custodian. We could have scoffed the lot at one go, but the obvious best compact, with an 
inbuilt guarantee of restraint, was to spread the full variety between both of us and over as many days as 
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possible. Other groups, of three, four, or more friends adopted the same plan, as so, although the word 
itself had yet to be coined, the 'combine' was born. 
 
Absorption in eating did not diminish curiosity about the contents of other parcels exposed all around us: 
on the contrary, it added spice to the meal. We felt we had cause for self-congratulation that we had 
corned-beef and not meat-and-veg, which could hardly have been at its best spooned out cold and lumpy. 
At the same time there was cause for regret that our sponge pudding also needed heating to be properly 
appreciated, unlike the creamed rice slipping easily down the throats of a neighbouring party. 
 
The practicability of heating food was the major topic already being discussed, more especially and 
urgently in order to make tea or coffee, drinks we had forgotten the taste of. The lack of a hot drink was 
accentuated by the possession of another delight which had come our way as a supplement to the food, a 
tin each of fifty English cigarettes. I was not, at that time, a regular smoker, but that evening I was as 
ready as the next man to lean back with a mess-tin of tea and a fag. The tea problem was solved, before 
the night was out, by queuing at a boiler stoked up in a little room at the end of one of the huts. The most 
heartening day of captivity to date ended in a blue haze of tobacco smoke and a continued buzz of lighter-
than-usual chatter carried on well after dark, and was followed by a night during which, as one lay back on 
one's bunk reflecting on the new turn of fortune, an unusual rustle of silver paper punctuated the stillness. 
 
Every fresh twist of fortune only served to emphasise our ignorance of P.O.W. life. Hours of debate took 
place in an effort to resolve such elementary questions as whether army pay would continue to mount up 
in credit now we were no longer able to fight for our keep, a point to conjure up visions of ‘Salonika Tanky’ 
being paid by both sides; whether being taken prisoner was a court-martial offence; whether all N.C.O.s, 
especially sergeant-majors, could be compelled to work within the terms of the Geneva Convention; and 
whether or not prisoners had to salute the Germans. No one had ever seen a copy of that much-quoted 
document, the Convention, and there was no authoritative opinion on which we could rely, so that all that 
could be done was to argue from every conceivable angle and pin one's hopes on what seemed the most 
common-sense solution. With regard to letters and parcels the same state of ignorance and doubt 
prevailed. The hope was that the rumour suggesting a normal weekly issue of both would prove correct, 
although quick mental calculation worked it out that a supply of one ten-pound parcel per week for each of 
perhaps as many as 60,000 prisoners would involve a fantastic distribution and transport problem which, it 
was dis-hearteningly felt, the Germans would be unlikely to undertake or permit, unless, as some sceptics 
hinted, rations were so poor precisely because the Boches were prepared to let anyone feed us so long 
as it saved them raiding their own larders for the purpose. The sceptics' theory seemed not entirely far-
fetched. In that case there was all the more reason for pressurising the Germans to provide the means of 
brewing the tea and heating the food the British saved them the trouble and expense of providing. 
 
Arbeits-Kommandos 
 
Ever since the gates of the compound had closed behind us, the words 'working camp' had cropped up in 
all sorts of conversations: I had missed men of the Welch because they had been moved on to a working 
camp; the food would be better at a working camp; Stalag had to make do with Red Cross parcels left 
over after the needs of working camps had been met. Rumour even had it that wages were paid for the 
work extracted, with mention of actual rates of pay. Later on we were to realise that already in Stalag we 
had encountered that singular phenomenon of P.O.W. life, the receipt of true fact or news so wrapped in 
the false that it remained unrecognised or distrusted. On top of a natural revulsion against doing any sort 
of work for the enemy, most men had a cautious approach to the prospect of a war spent, as neither 
civilian nor soldier, labouring at whatever onerous tasks the Germans selected. Hard fact and experience 
on which to base a judgment was nowhere to be found. With no one to whom we could turn for guidance, 
we had to find everything out for ourselves the hard way, the only certainty being that each day would 
bring nearer the time when we would know, and become the only real authorities. 
 
The life we could visualise ahead differed completely from anything any of us had imagined. There had 
been no need of a Convention to convince us that when the Germans said 'Arbeit' we would have to 
knuckle under and tackle whatever job was dictated; but to have thrust on us the knowledge that the 
whole Stalag system was based on Arbeitskommandos where prisoners became forced labourers or 
slaves was a horse of another, filthier colour. It was one thing to realise we had to work when ordered to, 
quite another to face up to what was virtually a sentence of hard-labour for the duration. 
 
A substantial body of opinion, reconciled to the inevitability of work and impressed by the possible chance 
of an actual improvement in food and conditions, favoured an early departure from Stalag. I had strong 
reservations until converted by a parasite. The soldier shuffling along in front of me in the bread queue 
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wore only shorts. In contrast to the short-back-and-sides styles still traceably visible as the starting point 
for most run-away locks in the queue, his recently tended blond hair fell in artificial curls down to his 
brown shoulders. I gathered from the talk behind me that he was a female part for a play about to be 
attempted. My admiring gaze dropped from his waves to his back. Squatting, fat and bloated, between the 
shoulder-blades, sat a louse, as shockingly healthy as any ever squelched at Salonika.  
 
There had been no other evidence of re-infestation, but that one loathsome creature convinced me that 
within weeks the whole camp would be scratching, stripping and clicking. Any number of simple 
explanations sprang to mind to account for lice reaching the compound. Whatever the cause, my term in 
Stalag couldn't end a day too soon. I examined my clothes and kept my fingers crossed that when I did 
leave it would be with a small party of uninfected workers. 
 
About three weeks after entering Stalag, forty-odd numbers were somehow selected and forty-odd men 
were rounded up with their slender bits and pieces ready to move out. There was no hint of destination or 
nature of employment. Accompanied by four or five guards we set off down the road towards the town of 
Wolfsberg. At the siding where we had left the cattle trucks from Salonika we boarded another, but this 
time it was better. The numbers were fewer, the door stayed open since the guards rode inside with their 
charges, there was no barbed-wire over the grills, and loose benches lined the walls. It was to be luxury 
travel. 
 
How luxurious it was we were impressively reminded during one of the very first, brief halts. Only yards 
away, solitary and forbidding, a cattle truck stood on an angling line, its doors closed and its vents 
reinforced by networks of barbed-wire. From the gloom behind the grills tousled heads jockeyed for a view 
of us, and fingers like claws clutched the lower rims. They belonged to British prisoners arriving belatedly 
from Greece. We fully understood, from our own experiences, their plight, their curiosity and their 
misgivings. What they made of us, in our multi-national uniforms and clogs, was debatable, in spite of our 
assurances that their worst would soon be over. 
 
The train took its time as with frequent pauses it travelled through the beautiful Austrian valleys bathed in 
dazzling, late-August sunshine. Our eyes had a chance to linger on sights straight from a Grimm's fairy 
tale world of steep roofs, bell-towers, fancy aprons and decorated, narrow-brimmed hats. The small 
stations, with place-names still displayed to our great surprise, conveyed little to indicate our 
whereabouts, although one name stayed in the memory as being more than British - Rottenmann. 
 
Night fell and further hours passed before the journey ended at a small, deserted station. After lengthy 
vacillation the guards shepherded their tired charges into a small room unlocked by a station official. They 
locked us in and left us. Our impression was that they were waiting for transport and had gone for a meal 
or a drink in the meanwhile. We settled ourselves as best we could on the cold floor. Gradually men 
began to doze off. I woke several times, each time feeling a little colder, until I finally came to in the light of 
the dawn. When the guards eventually let us out it was fully light. 
 
My next clear recollection is of being marched across a wide, flat valley as the morning mists lifted in the 
sun. The man in front of me wore clogs, and I was fascinated by his laboured attempts to keep pace with 
the rest of the party striding out to restore warmth and circulation. Every few steps one thick, wooden 
upper clicked against the other as he failed to give clearance to the passing foot. Towards the foot of the 
mountains whose peaks had been visible through the mists, we passed along the fringe of a village or 
hamlet where someone named Lemmerer owned the ‘Gasthaus’. A Herr Lemmerer also sold ‘Wintersport’ 
equipment. Further along a sawmill displayed the same name. Herr Lemmerer, as we were gradually to 
discover, owned much more than was then apparent to our eyes. That morning he became the proud 
possessor of us. 
 
Just beyond the village we entered a narrow valley with its clear stream racing towards us on the left. A 
rough cart-track took us between the steep, wooded mountainside and the noisy, turbulent water, every 
twist of the road exposing a view more breath-taking than the last, with no sign of life, habitation, or work. 
In places the track narrowed where its bank had collapsed into the river; at others its surface had been 
washed away or pitted by waterfalls from the hillside, causing us to bunch and then straggle. The more 
bends we rounded the less likely it seemed that any sort of camp would come into view. The little-used 
road was the only indication that there must have been life in the surrounding hills. The rocky, forested hill 
on the far side of the valley fell sharply to the water’s edge as if never disturbed by man or beast. 
 
Then suddenly, as if it had lain lurking in ambush and had jumped down from the thickets at sight and 
sound of us, there was the camp alongside us, lying flush with the road. Although it was the only building 
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we had seen in the miles from the village, we would have passed by with nothing more than curious 
glances had not the Germans brought us to halt in front of it. It bore no resemblance to any camp we had 
passed through or visualised. An essential something was missing; there was no barbed-wire fence, not 
even a gate. 
 
We almost felt we were being cheated.” 
 
Work Parties 
 
The following three sections are taken from Ian Brown’s “Stalag 18A” website, describing and portraying 
various aspects of, and personnel incumbent within, Work Camps 2056/L, 785/GW and 86/GW, the 
sequence in which Elvet Williams experienced them.  He would have known some of these men and 
some of these places.  Indeed, several of his fellow-inmates are referred to by name in “Arbeits- 
Kommando” 
 
 

Work Camp  2056 L 
 

Location: Gullinggraben 

Type of work: Roadwork 

Man of Confidence: Sgt Maj E Hodson 

Number of Men: 36 approx. 

Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

Fred Baines Spr RE 5801 also 785/GW 

J.A. Barlow Sgmn R Sigs 5850 also 785/GW 

  Barnes         

  Benge         

Tom Bowman         

George C Bradbury Spr RE 5876 capt’d Crete; also 785/GW 

  Brindley         

John Cobb         

Taff’ Dennis Spr       

George Dutton   RAOC     

Harold Floyd Gnr RAOC 5777   

  Griffiths         

J.H. (Jackie) Hart Gnr RA 5872   

Norman C. Hodgetts Gnr 2/3 Inf. Bn. 5851 Australia; also 785/GW 

Ern J.G. Hodson RQMS RA 5896 also 785/GW 

Ernest Holley L/Bdr RA 5881 also 785/GW 

Tom R. Hughes L/Cpl Leics. 5861   

Earnie Jacks Dvr R Sigs 5639 also 785/GW 

Mark A. Jenner Gnr RA 5828 also 785/GW 

J Lang         

C Lea         

George Moffat         

? Nichol         

Edgar Parry Pte RAVC 2343 also 785/GW 
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Wiwi Pirini Pte   5857 New Zealand; also 785/GW 

C.R. Pratt Dvr RASC 5862   

  Ranwell         

  Robinson         

George Rutter Spr RE 5581 also 785/GW 

Leon Gabriel Savage Pte H.Q. 6 Div. AASC 5813 Australia; capt’d Crete 

B Scott         

  Smith         

J (Jock) Stewart Sgt       

Tony Vella Spr RE 5702   

Frank H.G. Wheatley Pte   5868   

Bert Williams         

Elvet Williams Pte Welch 5841 Author of ‘Arbeitskommando’; also 785/GW 

 

December 1941 

 

Deer feeding expedition 
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Note from Ian Brown’s website “Stalag 18A”: The following extracts are taken from ‘Arbeitskommando’ by 
Elvet Williams 

On first arriving: 

“The building was a wooden construction, lower and much smaller than the huts in Stalag, with narrow 
windows running across under the eaves. Where the hut left off framing the road, a solid wooden fence, 
topped by a strand of barbed-wire, took over for a few yards before turning inwards towards the steep 
hillside. 

The door (of the building) opened into an L-shaped passage whose longer arm led away to the left and 
the guards' quarters. The room to the right occupied the greater part of the hut. Down the centre of the 
room ran a line of four strong, planed tables, each flanked by matching benches, the line broken in the 
middle by a tall, round, iron stove.. A continuous slightly-sloping shelf, projecting six feet into the room at a 
height of about five feet, stretched almost the entire length of each side wall. The outer edges of the 
shelves carried low footboards, at right angles to which shallow, parallel dividers, running up to the walls, 
carved the shelves into bed-spaces. The same arrangement was repeated at floor level to give a choice of 
top or bottom bunk. 

There was virtually no outside. The stockade fence, crazily staggering an up-and-down course never 
more than ten yards from the hut, enclosed a wilderness of brushwood, hummocks, rocky slopes and 
boulders. What little flat ground there might have been originally was taken up by the latrine shed behind 
the prisoners' end of the hut. About three yards from our back door a wooden trough caught the steady 
stream of crystal water fed into it by an iron pipe whose length could be traced back up the mountainside.” 

Work Camp 785 GW 
 

Location: Weissenbach an der Enns 

Type of work: Paper Mill 

Man of Confidence: Sgt F Collins 

Number of Men: 59 approx. 
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Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

D Allary Pte RASC 2427   

H.W. Arden Pte RASC 2315   

Fred Baines Spr RE 5801 also 2056/L  

A Barlow Sgmn R Sigs 5850 also 2056/L  

Sidney Albert Biffin Spr RE 2449   

George C Bradbury Spr RE 5876 capt'd Crete; also 2056/L  

Bertram Brown Pte 2NZEF 4010 New Zealand 

A.M. Cassidy L/Cpl R Sigs 587   

D Christie Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3670 Australia 

John Cobb   India     

Fred Collins L/Sgt RAOC 2326   

A Comes         

Max A Crang Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 7479 Australia 

G Davies         

Taffy Dennis Spr RE 5792 possible 

A Dobson         

Joe Dooler       Leeds 

George Dutton   RAOC 5903?   

Doug R. Elliot Pte 1 Cps Supp Clm 4042 Australia 

G (Jock) Findlay Pte RASC 2316   

G Fraser Pte Bk. Watch 2345   

E.A. Garner Dvr RASC 2329   

Albert Gibb         

W.P. (Ginger) Greatrex Spr RE 5766 also 1107/L  

Norman Hodgetts Gnr 2/3 Fd. Rg. 5851 Australia; also 2056/L  

Ern J.G. Hodson RQMS RA 5896 also 2056/L  

T (Yorkie) Holden Dvr RE 5786   

Ernest Holley L/Bdr RA 5881 also 2056/L  

Ernie Jacks Dvr R Sigs 5639 also 2056/L  

G Jackson   NZ     

Mark A Jenner Gnr RA 5828 also2056/L  

W (Bill) Jones Tpr RAC 5787 3RTR 

Arthur T Kingsbury Tpr RAC 1938   

C Lea   RASC     

H Marshall L/Cpl RAC 8120   

A Matthews Dvr RASC 7616   

I McPherson         

C Parker   RAC     

Edgar Parry Pte RAVC 2343 also 2056/L  

Ronald Peters Pte 21 Bn. 4124 New Zealand 

W Pirini Pte 2NZEF 5857 New Zealand; also 2056/L  

A.S. Pitcher Dvr RASC 2453   

C R Pratt Dvr RASC 5862 also 2056/L  

Ron Reed         

Walter Robson Tpr RAC 2589 Derbyshire; transferred to Stalag 344 

George Rutter Spr RE 5581 also 2056/L  

E Salmon Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3527 Australia 

Clarry Stanley Pte HQ Gd. Bn. 3807 Australia 

A E Start Dvr RASC 2311   

Anthony Strettles Sgmn 6 Div. Sigs. 3811 Australia; died 27.2.43; also11041/GW  

Reggie Swayne   RASC     
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R Thomas Pte 2/4 Inf. Bn. 4018 Australia 

Tony Vella Spr RE 5702 Turkey; also 2056/L  

W (Nellie) Wallis Dvr RASC 2438   

Percy Webber Pte RAVC 2638   

Elvet Williams Pte Welch 5841 Wales; also 2056/L  

Perce Williams Spr RE 2948 possible 

Jack Worsnop Dvr RASC 2299   

George Yates Marine RM     

T Zantuck Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3681 Australia 

 

 
Note from Ian Brown regarding the following photographs: (Thanks to Gill Bradbury, daughter of George 

Bradbury and John Collins, son of Fred Collins, for the names and pictures.) 

 

Autumn 1942 

 

Spring 1943 
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Spring 1944 

 

RASC Group 

Archivist’s Note:  With so many Aussies and Kiwis included (ie primarily fighting troops) this Group can 
hardly be defined as “RASC”.  If it wasn’t for the English the Group could almost be “Colonial”. 
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Colonial Group 

 

Nov’ 42 Group 
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Autumn 1943 

 

Birmingham Group (1) 
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Birmingham Group (2) 

 

Room 4, Summer 1943 

 

Room Group 
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     George Bradbury          I McPherson   M A Crang 

             

        Duff Cooper            Ernie Jacks       Jock 

           

     Ozzy        Jack Worsnop      Baines & Rutter 
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      Manchester Group, 1943     RAOC Group, 1943              Room 2, 1943 

 

         

         Mark Jenner & Lager cats           Percy & Yorky 
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Christmas 1943 (1) 

   

Christmas 1943 Program 

 

Christmas 1943 (2) 
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From Ian Brown:  The following excerpt is taken from 'Arbeitskommando' by Elvet Williams. 

Weissenbach a.d.Enns already had a British POW camp. Its inmates had been absorbed into the village 
work-force, and that work-force lived on and for the paper mill. The mill straddled the village between road 
and stream. Timber stacks occupied more ground than the mill itself.. The huge stacks kept the prison 
camp, sited on the narrower back road, out of sight of main village life. 

The camp consisted of only one building. It also bordered a road, whilst its compound contained a narrow 
useless area, enclosed by barbed wire on all four sides. 

The entrance door of the building opened straight into a dining room or common room extending the width 
of the hut. At the far end an identically situated door led down several steps into the compound stretched 
along the bank of the stream but separated from it by barbed wire. From the right of the common room a 
central corridor passed along the longer end of the building, with doors opening on either side into small 
barrack rooms, each with four double bunks. On the left, the common room showed three doors. The first 
was the entrance to the guards quarters, which meant that all their comings and goings had to be an 
intrusion into common room activities. The second door had two different padlocks with two different keys, 
one held by the Germans, the other by the British, and belonged to a small room used as a parcel store. 
The third door, against the further wall, took one into a short corridor lined on both sides with zinc troughs 
serving as wash basins and equipped with taps for cold water. the corridor led through another door into 
the Big Room, a dormitory spanning the width of the hut. 

The casement-pattern windows opened outwards for air, but not for short cuts, since strong iron bars were 
set into the frames. The only stove in the prisoners' quarters squatted in the middle of the common room, 
ensuring that most off-work hours would be spent away from the bunks. The great attraction of the stove 
lay not so much in the amount of heat it threw out to warm the room, but in its versatility, attributable to its 
large area of hot plate and its rear oven. 

A further significant improvement in our lot  was that lighting was by electricity, in every room. 

 

From Ian Brown: The following account and photographs were sent to me by Richard Schlager, an 
Austrian from Vienna, who was born in Weissenbach and lived there as a child. 

Tuesday 8 May 1945 

The day on which the Second World War officially ended, was one of the most eventful in the whole war in 
this little Steier village on the borders of Oberosterreich. 

According to the eye-witness accounts of my grandmother (at the time 32 years old) and my mother (13 
years old), tragedies and dramas were played out in the village and surroundings which will be described 
briefly below. 

To set the scene, an English POW camp had been set up in Weissenbach. The barracks included living 
accommodation, a cook house (the former "40's" house which served as living accommodation for our 
family in the 1960s)and the wash-house. (the wash/cook house was in use up to the break-up of the 
settlement in the 1980s.) The settlement lay close to the former Cellulose factory, opposite the woodpile. 

Early Morning 

The existence of the POW camp was probably known to the English soldiers who were advancing from 
the South, because on 8th May 1945, at 8 o'clock in the morning the community offices in Weissenbach 
on the Enns were filled with English soldiers. These soldiers looked as though they had spent the night of 
7th/8th May on a "straw camp" which my grandmother, who worked in the council offices, and who 
amongst other things was responsible for the "Fleischbeschau" (?) immediately noticed, as the "straw 
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camp" had not been there the day before. As the Town Mayor, Mr Delmonte, contrary to his normal 
habits, was not yet in his office, all the other town officials went back home as well. 

The End: The Jaksche Family 

The mayor was at the time at the community doctor Dr. Jaksche's surgery. A tragedy had taken place 
there the night before. The community doctor, an ardent Nazi had exterminated his whole family. First his 
two older sons had to shoot themselves, and then Dr. Jaksche shot his three younger children, his wife 
and himself. 

The Russians are coming 

When the Mayor came back to the community offices from the doctor's, a Russian officer arrived there 
coming from the direction of Altenmarkt. 

The conversation between the officer and Mayor Delmonte according to my grandmother, was about lines 
of demarcation, that had been set up in the middle of the Enns, and the advance or rather the non-
advance of Russian troops due to the fact that in the town an English POW camp existed and that 
American trrops had already advanced as far as Buchauersattel (about 10km father in the direction of St. 
Gallen.) 

Following this conversation, the Russian officer went back to Altenmarkt. This remained the only visit of a 
Russian soldier to Weissenbach. 

The town of Altenmarkt remained occupied by Russians for a considerable time. During this time there 
were stories of many rapes (the cries of the women could be hear across the Enns). 

Get the Americans... 

For the locals, the visit of the Russian officer led to a fear that Russian troops could occupy the town. 

In order to avoid this, some locals drove with several English POWs through St. Gallen to Buchauersattel 
to persuade the American troops to move as quickly as possible in order to reach Weissenbach. The 
American troops had however got stuck in a huge engagement with the retreating German army in 
Buchauersattel. 

According to the accounts the American troops immediately drove with Jeeps and lorries to Weissenbach 
and together with the British soldiers who had arrived the night before, carried out negotiations with the 
locals. 

The Train 

A Reich's train from Hungary with so-called "Jewish goods" had been standing at the station in 
Weissenbach for weeks guarded by the Volkssturm. On the 8th May however, the train was plundered, 
with most of the locals (mainly older men, women and children) taking part. 

According to the accounts there were some grotesque scenes where two women would fight over a shoe, 
as each wanted to have a complete pair. In the train there were rolls of cloth, shoes, clothes, tinned foods, 
medical instruments and every type of household article. According to my mother, former English POWs 
had themselves made suits ("Steier suits") out of the material and it was possible to see locals with suits 
made from the plunder of the 8th May 1945 right up to the 1990s. 
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The camp stretched from no.112 to no.117. The Cookhouse was no.114 and the Wash-house, no.115  

 

 
After the war, this camp was used by the factory as homes for the employees. No.114 was my home from 

1958 until 1975.  
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Weissenbach 1984 
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Work Camp  86 GW 
 

Work Parties: 66GW, 67GW, 68GW 

Location: Thesen, near Marburg on the Drau 

Type of work: Construction 

Man of Confidence: Bdr E.W. Legget 

Number of Men: 251 

Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

? Adams Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Victor Leonard Bailey Gnr RA 4512 Also 143/GW 

George Cable Sailor HMS Gloucester   England; escaped 1944 

George Cotter Gnr     Australia; escaped 1944 

Viv Harper       NZ; escaped 1944 

? Honeywell Sgt Indian Army     

Walter Stephen Hunt Pte 24th Bn. 4646 NZ; 68/GW 

? Jennings Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Charles H.J. Lawrence Tpr RAC 6047 Also 7010/GW 

E.W. Legget Bdr RA 6946   

Alec Marshall Pte R Ulst. R   Also 78/L; escaped 1944 

R.D. McCurdy Pte   4576 New Zealand 

Sid Paling       England 

? Poidevin Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Albert 'Paddy' Roachock Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 7422 Australia 

? Rose Sgt Leics.   England 

Albert Arthur Smith Cpl Foresters 7474   

Harold J.F.E. Tideswell Sgmn R Sigs 4434 Also 539/L 

Andrew Carr Tulip Sgmn R Sigs 5341 Co. Durham 

Elvet Williams Pte Welch 5841 Also 2056/L, 785/GW; escaped 1944 

? Winstanley       England 

  

Note from Ian Brown’s website “Stalag 18A”:  (The 4th Hussars and Christmas photos below are probably 
from 68/GW, but there is some doubt. These pictures kindly loaned by Bob Lawrence, son of Charles 
Lawrence, and Gill Rowe, daughter of Victor Bailey. The top right picture is definitely from 68/GW and 
includes Pte Stephen Hunt, 24th Bn. 2NZEF, kindly sent by his son, Eric. The Albert Smith picture comes 
from his son, David.) 

Archivist’s Note:  Elvet Williams may or may not be portrayed amongst these PoWs, but he would almost 
certainly have known some of the people and places. 
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Large group 

 

 

4th Hussar POWs 
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Stephen Hunt group 

 

 

Christmas 
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Christmas 

 

 

 

Christmas 
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     Charles Lawrence         Andrerw Tulip        Harold Tideswell 

 

Albert Smith Group 

Archivist’s Note:  The following is a report by inspectors from the International Red Cross 

Date of visit: September 8th 1943 

General Description 

Big camp formed by two barracks of the latest type with corridor. Special hut for washhouse and latrines. 
There is a compound for basketball inside the barbed wire. There is no dayroom in the camp. The 
delegate asked that one should be added as in the winter the men had no opportunity whatever for plays 
or concerts. 
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Interior arrangement 

The barracks contain a certain number of rooms left and right of the corridor for 15 to 20 men. There is 
electric light in the barracks and the heating is said to be adequate. 

Bathing and washing facilities 

Adequate. 

Toilet facilities 

Latrines (flush type) adequate. 

Food and Cooking 

The food is fetched at the works canteen. Private food is cooked in the sleeping quarters. 

Medical attention and sickness 

Medical attention is given by a civilian doctor attached to the works. There is a revier in the camp with 10 
beds. The sanitators look after the sick. Medical supply adequate. Dental treatment in order.  

Clothing 

Good. 

Laundry 

Done by the men.  

Money and Pay 

Correct. 

Canteen 

Some articles can be bought by the Man of Confidence in Marburg.  

Religious activity 

Regular visits from Stalag.  

Recreation and exercise 

Basketball is played in the camp. A football ground will be available outside the camp after 15th October. 

Mail 

Regular 

Welfare work 

In order. 
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Complaints 

There was a complaint that the treatment of prisoners of war in this enterprise was not fair. They ask to be 
considered as soldiers and not merely as working slaves. The accompanying officer promised to see the 
director of works about this.  

General impression 

Materially speaking this camp is very good but the attitude of the German civilian authorities creates 
continual difficulties. If this situation should go on, the Stalag would close this camp and take the 
prisoners-of-war back.  

(From Ian Brown - There is another mention of this Work Camp in a larger review of several work camps.) 

April 22nd 1944  

The immediate dissolution of work detachments 64/65/68 GW at Thesen near Marburg was confirmed by 
Commandant. (From Ian Brown - This reference refers to a special report dated 28th April 1944, which I 
don't have.) 

 

 

 
. 

 
 

 
 


